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1 Introduction
Nuclear spins provide excellent model systems for studies of ground state problems in
magnetism, as the interactions between the spins are in most cases fairly simple and can
be calculated with good precision. Contrary to electronic systems, the nuclei are well
localized in their lattice sites and the lattice geometry remains unchanged in the magnet-
ically ordered state due to the small energy scales. However, owing to the smallness of
the nuclear magneton, the research of nuclear magnetism is difficult from the experimen-
tal point of view. Spontaneous ordering of the nuclear spins can be expected when the
thermal energy kBT becomes comparable with the interaction energy of the spin system,
which typically requires temperatures in the microkelvin range or below. This is at least
six orders of magnitude lower than that required for electronic magnets. Still, the devel-
opment of advanced cooling techniques has enabled experiments, where nuclear magnetic
ordering can be accessed. Ordered states were first reached in several insulators, CaF2,
LiF and LiH [1] in the early 1970’s and only later in pure metals, Cu in 1982 [2] and Ag
in 1991 [3].
An interesting aspect of this research is nuclear magnetism in a superconducting host
material. The interaction of the nuclear spins with the electron system can provide fun-
damental information of the superconducting state, as shown already in the late 1950’s
by Hebel and Slichter [4], whose spin-lattice relaxation measurements in superconducting
aluminum provided one of the first convincing proofs supporting the BCS theory of su-
perconductivity. In the past, the interaction between the nuclear spins and electrons in
superconductors has been investigated under conditions, where nuclear magnetism is too
weak to affect the superconducting properties. Only recently experiments beyond this
restriction have been performed at very low temperatures in AuIn2 and Al [5, 6], but in
those studies no relaxation measurements were made in the superconducting state.
Rhodium is an excellent candidate for studies of nuclear magnetism and its interaction
with superconductivity, as it possesses suitable properties for practical experiments in
both aspects. In particular, the critical field of superconductivity is extremely low (Bc =
5 µT [7]), much lower than the local field of the nuclei (Bloc = 34 µT [8]), which provides
the unique possibility to switch between the normal and superconducting phases without
disturbing the nuclear spin system.
This thesis presents the results of SQUID-NMR studies of a rhodium single crystal
at record low temperatures. In the following sections the cryogenics and the sample
properties are first shortly reviewed. The measurement setups and typical measurement
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schemes are presented. The main results of the experiments are then described, starting
from the susceptibility measurements and the search for the ordered spin state, followed by
multiple spin flip resonances, and concluded by the measurements in the superconducting
state.
2 Experimental techniques
2.1 Cryogenics
The experiments reported in this thesis were performed in the new YKI-cryostat of the
Low Temperature Laboratory. It is a large two-stage nuclear demagnetization cryostat
particularly designed for studies of nuclear magnetism at ultralow temperatures [P2]. The
layout of the cryostat is shown in Fig. 1.
The precooling unit for the nuclear stages is a commercial dilution refrigerator, pro-
viding a large cooling power at millikelvin temperatures for removing the nuclear entropy
of the massive first demagnetization stage. In the performance tests the dilution unit
reached a base temperature of 3.0 mK, and the cooling power was 10 µW at 10 mK with
a circulation of 1500 µmole/s.
The first nuclear stage is manufactured from a high purity copper rod. The total
amount of copper is 170 moles, out of which 98 moles is effectively in the 9 T field of the
first demagnetization magnet. In order to avoid excessive eddy current heating during
the demagnetization, 21 slits were cut by a spark cutter along the long axis of the copper
rod. Before installation, the nuclear stage was annealed in a vacuum oven at 960 ◦C, for
100 h, with 1× 10−3 mbar of air flowing through during the treatment. The RRR of the
copper was 1500 after the annealing.
The copper demagnetization stage is connected to the dilution unit via a supercon-
ducting heat switch. The superconducting element of the switch is aluminum, which has,
among the suitable metals, the highest ratio of thermal conductivity between the normal
and superconducting states. The aluminum foils were connected to the copper pieces
by diffusion welding. The total residual resistance of the heat switch is about 100 nΩ,
corresponding to a thermal conductance of 0.3 T W/K2.
The second demagnetization stage is the sample itself. It is connected to the first stage
through a solid thermal link made of copper and silver. The second stage is magnetized
by a 7.5 T magnet located in vacuum inside the heat exchangers of the dilution unit.
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Figure 1: The layout of the cryostat.
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Several different thermometric methods were used to monitor the temperature of the
cryostat during the performance tests and the experiments. The devices mainly used
in the low temperature regime were a vibrating wire thermometer, a nuclear orientation
thermometer (NO), a platinum pulsed NMR thermometer, and a Coulomb blockade ther-
mometer. A vibrating wire, placed inside the mixing chamber, measures the temperature
of the helium liquid directly and is very useful in diagnosing the performance of a dilu-
tion refrigerator. The NO thermometer, a primary device, was employed to calibrate the
Pt thermometer and Pt NMR was exclusively used to measure the temperatures below
1 mK. The Coulomb blockade thermometer, using nanoscale tunnel junctions, is a recent
development [9]. It can be used either for primary or secondary thermometry and covers
a large temperature range from 40 K to 20 mK [P1].
2.2 Rhodium sample
The sample was a slab shaped single crystal of rhodium, with dimensions 0.4 x 5 x 25
mm3, in the directions x, y and z, respectively. The nominal purity of the sample was
99.99%, with 15 ppm of Fe as the major magnetic impurity.
In order to improve the thermal conductivity and to neutralize magnetic impurities
by selective oxidization and precipitation, the sample was heat treated in a low pressure
oxygen atmosphere [P3]. The annealing was performed in 0.4 µbar pure O2, in several
steps, first at 1300◦C and later at 1530◦C. The resulting RRR value was 740 after a total
of 380 h of treatment.
The sample was connected to the end of the silver thermal link by diffusion welding.
The contact resistance at low temperatures was measured to be 40 nΩ, which is a low
value compared with the residual resistance of the rhodium itself, 760 nΩ over the whole
length.
To protect the sample from the remnant field of the 7.5 T demagnetization magnet, a
cylindrical magnetic shield was manufactured from Cryoperm-10 [10], a high permeability
material designed for low temperatures, and installed around the sample. The low tem-
perature shielding factor was more than 1000 and the shield saturated in a field of about
10 mT.
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2.3 NMR setup and measurements
Due to the very small magnetic moment of the nuclei, the measurements were performed
by low-frequency SQUID-NMR between 3 and 1000 Hz. Two different pick-up coil ar-
rangements were used during the course of the experiments [P8]. The coil systems included
pick-up and excitation coils and three static coils, in the spatial directions x, y and z.
The pick-up coil was connected to a dc-SQUID for recording the signal.
The first half of the measurements was performed with a coil system wound solely of
thin 50 µm superconducting wire. The pick-up coil was a planar second-order gradiometer,
which had two loops around the sample and single compensation loops on both sides of
the sample. Such a design has several benefits, as it eliminates both uniform and gradient
disturbances and could be placed close to the sample giving a good filling factor. The
pick-up coil gave a clean and noise-free signal.
The superconducting coil system, however, sustained a trapped flux of the order of a
few µT, which prevented the detection of the superconducting transition of the Rh-sample.
To avoid this problem and enable the superconducting transition, a second coil system
was installed for the latter half of the measurements. The second coil system consisted
mostly of copper wire and only the two static saddle coils in the x and y-directions were
made of the superconducting wire. The pick-up coil in this setup was a conventional axial
astatic pair with 4+4 turns, wound of 0.5 mm Cu-wire.
The collected data consist mainly of the NMR peaks measured in a small external field
and of a low frequency response at 3 Hz measured at zero external field. The zero field
absorption maximum of rhodium is at about 50 Hz [8], so the response at 3 Hz is almost
purely dispersive, giving essentially the static susceptibility χ′(0). The NMR lineshapes
in an external field were measured by sweeping the magnetic field, while the excitation
frequency was constant. The excitation frequency was typically 431 Hz and the field was
swept between 200 and 440 µT. The spectra were fitted to Lorentzian lineshapes with a
free phase factor and background. The area of the absorption signal, a measure of the
nuclear polarization, was deduced analytically from the fit parameters.
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3 Results
3.1 Susceptibility measurements
The static susceptibility is a central quantity in these experiments. An antiferromagneti-
cally ordered nuclear spin system should produce a saturation of the susceptibility, which
is easy to observe. The static susceptibility as a function of nuclear temperature can
readily be compared with the Curie-Weiss law, which gives general information about the
nature of the mutual interactions between the spins and an order of magnitude estimate
for the expected ordering temperature.
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Figure 2: Inverse static susceptibility vs. nuclear temperature. The solid line is a fit of the
antiferromagnetic Curie-Weiss law with λ = 1.3 nK and θ = −1.65 nK. The inset shows a
close-up of the low temperature end.
Figure 2 shows the inverse static susceptibility as a function of nuclear temperature T .
The temperature of the spin system was determined using the well established method
based on the second law of thermodynamics [P8]. The Curie-Weiss law,
χ′(0) =
λ
T − θ , (1)
was fitted to the data, with θ as the only free parameter. This gives θ = −1.65 nK.
The behavior thus clearly indicates a tendency for antiferromagnetic ordering of the spin
system.
The magnetically ordered state of the nuclei was searched for by monitoring the low-
frequency 3 Hz signal in several runs with high initial polarizations after demagnetizing
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Figure 3: Static susceptibility, in arbitrary units, vs. time while the nuclei warm up after the
end of the demagnetization. Several runs are shown, with different initial polarizations. The
runs with lower initial polarization have been shifted in time to coincide with the best one. The
polarization values were deduced from a separately measured curve of static susceptibility vs.
polarization.
to a low field. The highest initial polarizations reached were p = 0.95, i.e. clearly higher
than the 0.83 obtained earlier by Hakonen et al. [8] and much higher than required for
ordering of Cu (pc = 0.74) or Ag (pc = 0.67) [2, 3], where the mutual interactions are of
the same order of magnitude. Nevertheless, no features attributable to magnetic ordering
were observed. The data from a few of such runs are shown in Fig. 3. The signal is
relaxing monotonously from the very beginning without the anticipated initial saturation
or increase.
3.2 Multiple spin flips
The dipolar coupling between the nuclei allows a single photon to flip two or more spins
simultaneously, giving rise to resonances at integer multiples, harmonics, of the Larmor
frequency, f0 = γB/2pi. These higher order resonance lines yield direct information about
the mutual coupling of the spins. In particular, the frequency shift of the double-spin flip
resonance at high nuclear polarization gives selectively the magnitude of the isotropic
indirect-exchange interaction [11, 12].
The double-spin flip resonance in rhodium was observed in these experiments both
at positive and negative spin temperatures [P4, P6]. The existence of the multiple spin
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flips is perhaps best demonstrated by the use of a parallel field NMR geometry, where
the static and excitation fields are applied parallel to each other. In such a geometry, the
main Larmor resonance also originates by the dipolar coupling and thus has an intensity
comparable with the double-spin flip peak [13, 14]. In the conventional orthogonal-field
NMR geometry the multiple spin-flip resonances have a much weaker intensity compared
to the main Larmor line and are easily obscured by it.
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Figure 4: Parallel field absorption showing the Larmor and double-spin flip resonances. The
data were measured at a field of 150 µT. f0 and 2f0 mark the exact Larmor and double-Larmor
positions, while the actual resonances are shifted due to the mutual interactions. The solid line
shows a fit with a Lorentzian lineshape for the main peak and a Gaussian for the double-flip
peak.
The absorption peaks in Fig. 4 were measured by monitoring the decay of a low
frequency susceptibility signal during a frequency sweep of a larger ac-excitation Bac along
the static field B0. The low frequency signal at 8 Hz is essentially proportional to nuclear
polarization and the ac-excitation level was adjusted to cause a substantial decrease of
the polarization at the absorption maxima. Absorption in arbitrary units can then be
calculated as the normalized time derivative of the low-frequency signal, (dχ8Hz/dt)/χ8Hz.
This method has the advantages that it is sensitive exclusively to the absorption part and
has an essentially zero baseline. The resolution of the measurement was good enough to
allow to state that the main peak is Lorentzian in shape, while the double-spin flip peak
is Gaussian.
The frequency shifts of the resonance lines were, however, quantitatively analyzed
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Figure 5: Double-spin flip peak at p = 0.39 (top frame) and at p = −0.39 (bottom frame), with
f = 431 Hz. The double-spin flip satellite becomes clearly visible, when the data are magnified
by a factor of 20. The resonances are slightly shifted from the exact Larmor and double-Larmor
positions, shown by the dashed lines.
only for the conventional orthogonal-field NMR geometry, as it allows for much faster
measurements. An example of the resonance lines, both at positive and negative temper-
atures, are shown in Fig. 5. The shifts from the pure Larmor and double-Larmor values
are clear, and as expected, the shifts are in opposite directions at positive versus negative
temperatures.
The double-spin flip mode was observable with frequencies from 131 to 831 Hz. At
lower frequencies the satellite was obscured by the main line and at higher frequencies
the intensity, behaving as 1/f2, became too weak to be observed. The behavior of the
satellite resonance was investigated with polarizations ranging from −0.45 to 0.81.
The essential observables in these experiments are the resonance frequencies of the
Larmor and double-spin flip modes. From the shifts of these frequencies, the dipolar-like
contribution and the isotropic exchange term can be separately deduced, as the exchange
term does not shift the main line, but does influence the double-spin flip mode. The
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Figure 6: Resonance frequencies of the Larmor and double-spin flip modes as a function of
magnetic field. The data are reduced to |p| = 0.50. The solid lines show linear fits with the
slopes µ/Ih and 2µ/Ih, while the shifts from the origin, f1(0) and f2(0), are due to the dipolar
and exchange interactions between the spins. The inset shows the line crossing field B× of the
two resonances as a function of polarization.
resonance of the coupled Larmor and double-spin flip lines are given by [11, 12]
f1 = f0 +
1
2
(1− 3D)fsp, (2)
f2 = 2f0 + 2(R +
1
3
−D)fsp, (3)
where D is the demagnetization factor along the static field in the plane of the sample
and R = ΣjJijI/hfs is the relative exchange parameter. fs = µ0µ
2ρ/Ih + fae is the
”dipolar frequency”, where ρ is the atom number density and fae the anisotropic exchange
contribution. Because of the polarization dependent frequency shifts, the two modes
appear to cross at a nonzero field value
B× = −(2R + 16 − 12D)Ihfsp/µ. (4)
In Fig. 6 an excitation frequency versus resonance field plot has been compiled, where
the p-dependence is reduced to |p| = 0.5. Linear fits to the Larmor and double-spin
resonance frequencies with slopes µ/Ih and 2µ/Ih, respectively, give the offsets f1(0) =
20 ± 1 Hz and f2(0) = −43 ± 2 Hz at B = 0, where f0 = 0. In the inset of Fig. 6, the
polarization dependence of the line crossing field B× is shown. The linear behavior, as
expected from Eq. 4, is well obeyed.
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Including the minor effects of eddy currents and of the finite demagnetization factor
D = 0.08 (B ‖ y), the values R = −0.9 ± 0.1 and fs = 74 ± 6 Hz are obtained from the
above given shifts of the resonance lines. The pure dipolar interaction in rhodium would
give fs = 54 Hz, and the additional shift is attributed to the anisotropic indirect exchange
term fae = 20± 6 Hz [15]. If the isotropic exchange is compared with the actual dipolar
interaction alone, i.e. R = ΣjJijI
2/µ0µ
2ρ, one obtains R = −1.2, which agrees rather
well with the value R = −1.35 adopted by Hakonen et al. [8].
3.3 Superconducting state
The superconducting transition of the rhodium sample was finally detected with the Cu-
wire pick-up system (see Section 2.3) [P5, P8]. The supercooling was very strong and the
transition to the superconducting state was possible only at fields below 0.25 µT.
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Figure 7: Critical field vs. temperature squared. The fitted line can be extrapolated to yield Tc
and Bc.
The critical field Bc of the transition was measured by sweeping the z-direction static
coil at a constant electronic temperature. The lowest lattice temperature achieved was
Te = 60 µK and the transition could be traced up to 140 µK, after which the supercooling
prevented the occurrence of the transition. The temperature dependence of the critical
field is shown in Fig. 7. Extrapolating the data, by fitting the form Bc(Te)/Bc(0) =
1 − (Te/Tc)2, one obtains the critical parameters Bc(0) = 3.4 µT and Tc = 210 µK.
These are somewhat lower values than obtained earlier by Buchal et al., Bc(0) = 4.9 µT
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Figure 8: Data from a relaxation rate measurement at Te = 71 µK and pi = 0.55. The 3 Hz
susceptibility as a function of time is shown. The data are measured in the normal state,
whereas during the large gaps the sample is in the superconducting state. The solid lines show
exponential fits to the normal state data, while the dashed line shows the interpolation for the
relaxation in the superconducting state. The small gaps in the data are caused by unlocking of
the dc-SQUID. The inset shows the ratio of the relaxation times as a function of polarization.
and Tc = 325 µK [7]. However, the residual resistivity of our sample was higher, 740,
as compared to the value of 450 of the cleanest sample of Buchal et al., which would
indicate that the purity of our sample was better. This apparent discrepancy can be at
least qualitatively explained by the compensation of the paramagnetic-impurity effect by
ordinary, nonmagnetic impurities [16], i.e., the suppression of the critical parameters by
paramagnetic impurities is reduced by the presence of nonmagnetic impurities.
The critical field of Rh is exceptionally low, and particularly, it is much lower than
the internal local field of the nuclei. Thus, as the short range spin-spin interactions are
expected to remain unchanged in the superconducting transition, it should be possible
to switch the electron system between the normal and superconducting states without
disturbing the nuclear spins.
The nuclear polarization did remain unchanged, when switching the sample with po-
larized nuclei repeatedly between the normal and superconducting states, which verifies
that the transition itself did not effect the spin system. This provides the possibility to
measure the spin lattice relaxation time in both the normal and superconducting states
by simply monitoring the relaxation of the nuclear polarization [P7, P8].
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The nuclei could be polarized in a field of only 2 T, as higher field values increased
the remanence field after demagnetization and the superconducting transition could no
longer be detected. Therefore, the highest initial nuclear polarizations were p = 0.55.
A typical measurement of the spin lattice relaxation is presented in Fig. 8. The ac-
susceptibility at a frequency of 3 Hz is monitored, while the sample is alternatively in
the normal and superconducting states. The switching between the normal and super-
conducting states was done by minute changes of the external magnetic field. In the
superconducting state the response of the spins cannot be seen because of the Meissner-
effect, but the relaxation can be interpolated from the normal state signals. At the
investigated range p ≤ 0.55, the signal is practically proportional to the polarization,
χ′(3Hz) ≈ 0.9 p. The ratio τ1,sc/τ1,n is plotted in the inset of Fig. 8. It shows a strong
dependence on nuclear polarization (or susceptibility), which cannot be accounted for by
simple arguments.
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Figure 9: The reciprocal of the spin lattice relaxation time in the normal (open points) and
superconducting (closed points) states as a function of electronic temperature at the limit p = 0.
The solid lines show a linear and an exponential fit to the data, whereas the dashed lines show
the observed behavior at p = 0.5. The data points at finite nuclear polarizations have been
omitted.
Such measurements were performed at several electronic temperatures and the results
after the analysis are presented in Fig. 9. For a meaningful comparison the relaxation
rates (reciprocal spin lattice relaxation times) have been extrapolated to the limit of
zero nuclear polarization. The normal state data follows very well the expected linear
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behavior given by the Korringa law. The data, however, has a clear offset, which can be
attributed to paramagnetic impurities. According to the BCS-theory, the superconducting
state relaxation rate should first display a coherence enhancement just below Tc and then
follow an exponential behavior, ∝ e−∆/kBT [4, 17]. The data do not indicate any coherence
enhancement, but do fit well an exponential curve. The fitting, however, gives ∆/kBTc =
0.79, whereas the BCS-value is 1.76. It is also noteworthy that the zero temperature offset
observed in the normal state rate is completely absent in the superconducting state.
The suppression of the coherence enhancement and the low gap value ∆ can result
from the presence of electronic paramagnetic impurities [17, 18]. A comparison with
existing theoretical work would then imply a true Tc of about 0.5 mK for pure Rh [19].
This agrees well with the conclusions of Buchal et al., who also state that the Tc of pure
rhodium could be about 0.5 mK [7]. A suppression of Tc by ∼ 200 − 300 µK can be
produced by a minute active paramagnetic impurity concentration of the order of 1 ppm.
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Figure 10: The influence of nuclear static susceptibility on the critical field of the supercon-
ducting transition. The x-axis was chosen so that the behavior should be linear and intersect
the origin as shown by the solid line, see the text. The electronic temperature during the
measurement was 89 µK.
Nonzero nuclear magnetization affects the superconducting state as it modifies the
magnetic field inside the sample. This was studied by measuring the critical field of the
transition as a function of nuclear static susceptibility. The expected behavior can be
deduced from the basic equations of electromagnetism leading to Bc(χ) = Bc(χ=0)(1 +
Dχ)/(1 +χ). The demagnetization factor was D = 0.01 as the transitions were measured
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along the z-axis. The measured data are shown in Fig. 10.
4 Conclusions
This thesis presents the results of the second set of experiments at the Low Temperature
Laboratory in Helsinki studying the nuclear spin system of rhodium at ultralow tem-
peratures with both positive and negative nuclear polarizations. The experiments were
performed with the new cooling apparatus particularly designed for such measurements.
These measurements were extended to a completely new regime, where polarized nuclei
were embedded in a coherent superconducting conduction electron system.
The highest nuclear polarizations reached at positive temperatures were p = 0.95, i.e.,
considerably higher than the value p = 0.83 reached in the earlier experiments [8]. The
quality of the sample was also very good, as indicated by the zero field spin lattice re-
laxation time, which was nearly an order of magnitude longer as compared to the earlier
samples. The measured data showed a clear antiferromagnetic tendency, but no indica-
tions of actual nuclear magnetic ordering were observed. On the temperature scale the
highest initial polarizations correspond to nuclear spin temperatures below 100 pK, which
is an order of magnitude lower than the fluctuation corrected theoretical Ne´el temperature
of 1 nK for an antiferromagnetic structure [20]. The disagreement between experimen-
tal and theoretical results, which surfaced already during the earlier set of experiments
by Hakonen et al., thus still remains an open question. Of course, the possibility that
the nuclear susceptibility signal just did not display the characteristic anomalies in the
experiments, cannot be completely ruled out.
Multiple spin flips, where a single photon flips several nuclei were observed in rhodium
for the first time. Uniquely the double spin flip resonance was observed also at negative
spin temperatures. The frequency shift of the double-spin flip peak gave a direct measure
for the mutual interactions between the nuclear spins, which gives a good basis for eventual
theoretical studies.
Because of the rare properties of Rh, where the critical field of superconductivity
is considerably lower than the local field of the nuclei, experiments could be carried
out with polarized nuclei also in the superconducting state of the electron system. The
results of these measurements rose new and intriguing questions about the interaction
of nuclear magnetism and superconductivity. The observed spin lattice relaxation time
was longer in the superconducting state as compared to the normal state, as is expected
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from the BCS-theory at Te  Tc. However, no signs were observed of the BCS coherence
enhancement near the critical temperature, where the relaxation time should be shorter
in the superconducting state. The spin lattice relaxation in the superconducting state
showed a strong dependence on nuclear polarization, which cannot be explained by simple
arguments.
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at both positive and negative spin temperatures. The measured frequency shifts of the res-
onance lines allow deducing the strength of the dipolar-like and isotropic exchange terms.
The value R = −0.9±0.1 is obtained for the isotropic exchange. Also the intensity of the
double-spin flip resonance was studied.
P5. J. T. Tuoriniemi and T. A. Knuuttila, Nuclear Cooling and Spin Properties of
Rhodium down to Picokelvin Temperatures, Physica B 280, 474 (2000).
The nuclear spin properties of rhodium are shortly reviewed and compared with those
of copper and silver. The SQUID-NMR measurement techniques are discussed. Some
results of the susceptibility measurements in rhodium are presented. The observation of
the superconducting transition in the sample is reported.
P6. T. A. Knuuttila, J. E. Martikainen, F. B. Rasmussen, and J. T. Tuoriniemi,
Double Spin Flip Mode of Rhodium Nuclei, Physica B 284, 1700 (2000).
The results of the double-spin flip resonance experiments are presented in a condensed
form.
P7. T. A. Knuuttila, J. T. Tuoriniemi, and K. Lefmann, Relaxation of Polarized
Nuclei in Superconducting Rhodium, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 2573 (2000).
Nuclear spin lattice relaxation times were measured with polarized nuclei both in
the normal and superconducting states. The highest nuclear polarizations reached were
p = 0.55. Because in rhodium Bc  Bloc, and the short-range spin-spin interaction is
unchanged, the transition between the normal and superconducting states was adiabatic.
The relaxation times were always longer in the superconducting state and no signs of
the coherence enhancement of the relaxation close to Tc were seen. Non-zero nuclear
polarization was observed to reduce the difference between the relaxation rates in the
normal and superconducting states.
P8. T. A. Knuuttila, J. T. Tuoriniemi, K. Lefmann, K. I. Juntunen, F. B. Rasmussen,
and K. K. Nummila, Polarized Nuclei in Normal and Superconducting Rhodium, Report
TKK-KYL-002 (2000).
A more comprehensive account of the experiments on rhodium is given, with a detailed
discussion of the experimental setup. The determination of the nuclear temperature scale
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is shown. The results of the susceptibility and spin lattice relaxation time measurements
are presented. The evidence for a triple-spin flip peak is reported.
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